We present a transportable optical clock (TOC) with 87 Sr. Its complete characterization against a stationary lattice clock resulted in a systematic uncertainty of 7.4 × 10 −17 which is currently limited by the statistics of the determination of the residual lattice light shift. The measurements confirm that the systematic uncertainty is reduceable to below the design goal of 1 × 10 −17 . The instability of our TOC is 1.3 × 10 −15 / √ τ . Both, the systematic uncertainty and the instability are to our best knowledge currently the best achieved with any type of transportable clock. For autonomous operation the TOC is installed in an air-conditioned car-trailer. It is suitable for chronometric leveling with sub-meter resolution as well as intercontinental cross-linking of optical clocks, which is essential for a redefiniton of the SI second. In addition, the TOC will be used for high precision experiments for fundamental science that are commonly tied to precise frequency measurements and it is a first step to space borne optical clocks.
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PACS numbers:
The best clocks in the world reach a fractional systematic uncertainty at the low 10 −18 level [1] [2] [3] [4] and instabilities near or even below 10 −16 / √ τ [1, 2, [4] [5] [6] , surpassing the clocks realizing the SI second in both by two orders of magnitude. This has triggered a discussion about a redefinition of the SI second [7, 8] , pushes the frontiers of precision spectroscopy and tests fundamental physics [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , and enables chronometric leveling [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , where gravitational redshifts are exploited to measure height differences.
So far, the operation of optical clocks has been constrained to laboratories. However, transportable clocks are required for the necessary flexibility in the choice of measurement sites for applications like chronometric leveling. Also, they are highly interesting for frequency metrology and time keeping in creating a consistent worldwide network of the next-generation ultraprecise clocks. Although comparisons at the full performance level of state-of-the-art optical clocks are possible on a continental scale [18, 19] through a few specialized optical fiber links [20] [21] [22] , intercontinental links are so far restricted to satellite-based methods that cannot fully exploit the clock performance [23] . A transfer standard enables world-wide interconnections between optical clocks and will thus benefit the efforts towards a redefinition of the SI second.
Making laboratory setups compact and robust for transport is also the first step towards granting a wide community of users access to these devices [24] [25] [26] . Furthermore, transportability is a first step towards applications of optical clocks in space. Developments in these directions are ongoing for optical lattice clocks (OLCs) with strontium [27, 28] ; however, to our knowledge the single-ion clock reported recently [29] is the only other transportable clock with uncertainty below 10 −16 .
The requirements on such a TOC are challenging indeed: To enable comparisons of other optical clocks it has to achieve uncertainties similar to those of the clocks to be tested or at least considerably better than what can be reached by comparing to primary cesium clocks [10, 11, 30, 31] . Further, for geodetic applications, i.e., chronometric leveling, a resolution of below ten centimeters is required to compete with established methods that connect sites separated by a few hundreds of kilometers. This means that fractional gravitational red shifts of 10 −17 and below must be resolved by the TOC. Preferably, the frequency instability should be in the range of typical optical clocks to enable reasonably short measurement times.
These requirements are considerably beyond the properties achieved with the best transportable microwave clock [32] . For this atomic cesium fountain clock an uncertainty of 5.9 × 10 −16 [33] and an instability of 1.8 × 10 −13 / √ τ [34] have been reported and exploited in several campaigns [24] [25] [26] . The 40 Ca + -ion clock reported in [29] reaches an uncertainty of 7.7 × 10 −17 and an instability of 2.3 × 10 −14 / √ τ , but has not left the laboratory yet. Here we present a transportable OLC that is characterized and compared to an established, stationary optical frequency standard [5, 10, 18, 31] and tested outside the laboratory in a transportable car-trailer (Fig. 1 ).
This clock uses the (5s
2 ) 1 S 0 − (5s5p) 3 P 0 transition in 87 Sr at 698 nm as reference transition, which is interrogated in atoms laser-cooled into and confined in a one-dimensional optical lattice. The OLC comprises four main parts: The physics package, where the atoms are prepared and the reference transition is interrogated; the laser systems for laser cooling, state preparation, and trapping; a highly frequency-stable interrogation laser system; and the computer control to generate the experimental sequence and feedback to the interrogation laser frequency. For a TOC it is essential that these parts are compact in size and robust in construction to provide fast and reliable measurements at different locations.
Our cooling and preparation laser systems use commercial diode lasers integrated into five compact breadboards with half-inch optics [35, 36] . These breadboards contain acousto-optical modulators (AOMs) and optical shutters for light switching and frequency modulation. They are connected to the physics package with polarization maintaining fibers. The boards have a size of 30 cm × 45 cm × 6 cm and a mass of less than 8 kg each. Since we do not aim for extreme compactness, we still use standard control electronics.
Similarly, the compact physics package is mounted on a 120 cm × 90 cm optical breadboard, which has not been miniaturized to avoid trade-offs with the clock performance. The Zeeman slower for efficiently loading atoms into a magneto-optical trap (MOT) is based on permanent magnets to avoid heat load from a solenoid near the interrogation region of the atoms [36] . Given the small volume available for a transportable setup, this helps preventing thermal inhomogeneity of the environment of the atoms as the blackbody radiation (BBR) shift is typically the largest source of uncertainty in Sr OLCs that are operated in a room-temperature environment [1, 37] . The physics package and laser-systems have been tested successfully in the car-trailer, achieving similar atom numbers and temperatures as in the laboratory.
The reference cavity to pre-stabilize the frequency of the interrogation laser is a highly critical part of the TOC. Rigid mounting [38, 39] is employed in our reference cavity, assembly as standard soft supports (e.g. [40] ) would not withstand transport. This laser system is a further development of an earlier cavity-stabilized laser system [41] and reaches a frequency instability flicker floor of about 4 × 10 −16 after 10 s. For best performance in a measurement the 12 cm long reference cavity and the interrogation laser are placed outside the transport container in a seismically quieter environment.
The measurement sequence is comparable to other 87 Sr OLCs. Typically, the cycle time is 900 ms with a duty factor of 0.16: A rotary atom shutter is used to shield the atoms during the interrogation from the BBR of the oven at 500
• C loading the MOT. Opening the shutter takes 10 ms. However, we wait for additional 90 ms which increases the stability of the atom number in the lattice. The first MOT loading stage (300 ms) on the 461 nm 1 S 0 − 1 P 1 transition is followed by a second cooling stage using the 689 nm 1 S 0 − 3 P 1 transition, which is split into a broadband red MOT (80 ms) and a single-frequency MOT (80 ms), during which the optical lattice is loaded. The lattice is tilted by approximately 50
• against gravity and operated at the Stark shift cancellation wavelength near 813 nm [42] . The full trap depth is typically about 80 E r , where E r is the lattice photon recoil energy. The atoms trapped in the lattice are spin-polarized alternatingly to one of the stretched state (|m F | = 9/2) of the ground state manifold (30 ms). To remove the atoms in other Zeeman levels (clean-up), a π-pulse is driving the atoms in the chosen Zeeman state on a resonant π-transition in a magnetic field of about 1.9 mT to the 3 P 0 state (30 ms). Atoms remaining in the 1 S 0 manifold are expelled from the lattice by a pulse of 461 nm light (10 ms). The actual interrogation is performed in a magnetic field of about 45 µT parallel to the linear polarization of the lattice with a Rabi π-pulse duration in the range of 100 ms to 150 ms. We use a normalized electronshelving detection technique by applying a combination of the 461 nm fluorescence detection with 707 nm and 679 nm light to repump the atoms to the ground state, which determines the excitation probability at the frequency of the interrogation laser [43] .
We apply this technique on both half-width points of each ±9/2 transition, addressing them and pulsing the light by using an AOM. A computer program evaluates these four interrogations and tracks the center frequency, the linear Zeeman splitting, and drift of the reference cavity. In this way it stabilizes the interrogation laser to the linear-Zeeman-shift-free transition frequency. Tuning the interrogation laser frequency across a single Zeeman transition, we observe a Fourier-limited linewidth of 7 Hz as shown in Fig. 2 .
To evaluate the TOC, we perform a direct comparison with our stationary 87 Sr OLC at PTB [5, 10, 31] . The beat frequency between the two reference lasers is recorded with a dead-time-free counter. No elements of the two clocks are shared such that the two clocks are fully independent. The instability of their frequency ratio, ν trans /ν stat , is expressed by the total Allan devia- tion (Fig. 3 ). An instability of about 1.3 × 10 −15 / √ τ is observed, which is governed by the transportable clock, since the stationary system exhibits an instability in the low 10 −16 / √ τ range [5] . The instability of the TOC is dominated by the performance of the interrogation laser [38] through the Dick effect [44] . This instability is lower than achieved in typical single ion clocks [3, 13, 29, 45] , and comparable to many high perfromance lattice clocks [11, 30, 46, 47] .
Beyond the instability of the transportable clock, the ratio measurements also test the agreement of both Sr OLCs within their uncertainties. The uncertainty of the stationary clock has been evaluated repeatedly and compared with primary Cs clocks [10, 31] and another Sr OLC down to a fractional uncertainty of 5 × 10 −17 [18] . The uncertainty of the TOC was evaluated along the same lines as discussed for our stationary system [10, 48] : The BBR shift causes the largest fractional correction of about 5 × 10 −15 . To ensure a precise control of this shift even in a less temperature-stable environment than a laboratory, constructional details of the physics package are important. We avoid excessive power dissipation in the physics package by using the Zeeman slower mentioned above. For the coils generating the MOT and bias magnetic fields, we opted for compact coils with efficient water cooling (Fig. 4) . The cooling water temperature is stabilized to better than 100 mK by a thermostat, which not only removes the energy dissipated in the coils, but effectively stabilizes the temperature of a large part of the environment of the atoms. Further, by adjusting the temperature of the coolant we minimize the temperature difference of the warmest (T max ) and coolest (T min ) spots of the vacuum chamber. The temperature is measured at eight locations out-and inside the vacuum chamber by platinum resistance sensors with an uncertainty of 40 mK, where we have taken care to cover the coolest and warmest spots. According to [49] we use T = (T max + T min )/2 as representative temperature to calculate the BBR shift. We assign an uncertainty of (T max −T min )/ √ 12 as we assume the 'true' temperature to lie with constant probability in the interval [T max , T min ]. Typically, we observe ∆T ≈ 0.4 K resulting in an uncertainty contribution of about 9 × 10 −18 [1, 50] .
Scalar and tensor lattice light shifts [51] are determined by monitoring the difference in frequency offsets between the TOC and the stationary clock when operating the former with thermally averaged lattice depths of 50.8 E r and 88.8 E r . The atomic temperature in the lattice is derived from sideband spectra [52] and typically about 3.5 µK. Higher-order light shifts are calculated using the coefficients given in [11, 51] . Further details on the lattice light shifts are given below. The cold-collision shift is determined similarly by varying the atom number in the lattice. Background gas collision shifts are calculated based on the theory in [53] , a lattice lifetime of 3 s and coefficients from [54] . While the linear Zeeman shift is directly removed by the stabilization protocol, the quadratic Zeeman shift has to be corrected independently. This is straightforward as the splitting of the Zeeman transitions provides a direct measure of the magnetic field sampled by the atoms. Tunneling between lattice sites is strongly suppressed due to the tilted and deep lattice [55] . The inner surfaces of the re-entrant flanges, which are the surfaces closest to the atoms (Fig. 4) , are coated with a conducting material (Indium Tin Oxide) on top of an anti-reflective coating. With a separation of the windows of 54 mm, possible patch potentials of up to 100 mV, and the coefficient from [50] , we estimate a maximum DC Stark shift far below 1 × 10 −18 . Other known uncertainties from servo errors, optical path length variations [48] , and line pulling are below 10 −18 and will not be discussed here. During a first set of ratio measurements, the 813 nm light for the optical lattice has been delivered by a diode laser and amplified with a tapered amplifier (TA) chip. Such laser systems are known to cause problems in the determination of the ac-Stark shift cancellation wavelength due to spectral impurities caused by amplified spontaneous emission [56] . Nevertheless, it has been chosen for its compactness and mechanical robustness. The light from the TA laser system is spectrally filtered by a volume Bragg grating with a bandwidth of 0.1 nm. The filtered beam is sent through a 1 m long, large-mode-area (LMA) fiber to remove spatial and spectral correlations that could have been introduced by the grating. After this fiber, an AOM serves for power stabilization before the light is delivered through a second LMA fiber to the physics package. However, the comparison of both Sr lattice clocks has revealed a fractional frequency difference of about 3 × 10 −16 that is not compatible with the combined uncertainty of the clocks of below 1 × 10 −16 . In addition, the observed Stark shift cancellation frequency has been lower by 101 MHz than expected for the parallel alignment of the lattice polarization vector and the bias field, which even falls outside the wavelength range expected for any lattice polarization [51] .
We have replaced the TA diode laser by an titanium sapphire laser and repeated the measurements. After reevaluation of the TOC we found ν trans /ν stat − 1 = −6(80) × 10 −18 including a redshift correction of −9.0(6) × 10 −18 . Here, we use the extrapolated observed instability (Fig. 3) at the full length of the data set of 1.5 × 10 −17 as statistical uncertainty. The complete uncertainty budgets of both clocks are listed in Tab. I.
In conclusion, we have built and characterized a TOC that achieves a systematic uncertainty of 7.4 × 10 −17 and an instability of 1.3 × 10 −15 / √ τ . Note that the gross of the uncertainty stems from the uncertainty in the lattice light shift. This will be significantly reduced by a full characterization of the new lattice laser system that has been limited due to the short measurement time available. Therefore, we expect the BBR related uncertainty to become the limiting uncertainty in the near future, which is already below 1 × 10 −17 and can be reduced further by dedicated probes as presented in [37] . An interrogation laser with improved frequency stability is under development and will reduce the instability of the clock. Already now, our TOC is outperforming the best transportable Cs fountain clock by one order of magnitude in systematic uncertainty and two orders in instability. Compared to the recently reported performance of the transportable Ca-ion clock [29] , our clock takes about 300-fold less averaging time to reach any given statistical uncertainty. The TOC is in a transportable container ready for applications like chronometric leveling, international clock comparisons and precision measurements for fundamental physics.
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